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Most frequently asked synonyms and antonyms in competitive exams pdf

Synonyms and antonyms are very important subjects in english section for any competitive examination and other government exams. Candidates preparing for any government exam like SSC should be fully with English synonym and antonym. Download free Synonyms and Antony PDF to increase the level of preparation. Synonyms refer to the meaning of
any word while antonyms refer to the opposite meaning of the given word. Apart from just exams, these synonyms and antonyms help in our day-to-day life. In order to improve vocabulary and communication skills candidates should be good in English language. Most of the entrance exams and government examinations have a Section of English. At least 3-
4 synonyms and antonyms are asked in any government or competitive examination. If you find these synonyms and antonyms difficult, learn tips and tricks to try them correctly and score full marks. Moreover, we have provided free synonym and antonym PDF for SSC exams on this post. Synonyms Quintams Questions Candidates appearing for any
competitive examination or any other government exam should practice the most asked synonyms and antonyms questions. Practice synonyms and antonyms that are frequently asked in competitive exams to enhance your exam preparation. The word synonym antonym abounds, Draw enough rare, sparse appeal, interest bore detailed detailed, Inticrate
simple, plain optimistic bright, promising pessimistic boisterous lively, exuberant Quire, restrained unqualified disabled, unskilled competent calm ease, relief growing fresh, stay missing critically necessary, critically insignificant download free synonym PDF Question 1 download free synonyms PDF question 2 Synonyms For SSC exams Antonym Selection
Staff Commission to fill many vacancies in various departments every year The recruitment drive is conducted by government organizations and ministries. All ssc exams include an English section in the exam pattern. Check the table below to know the number of synonyms asked in SSC exams. Exam No. Synomys Question Number Antonym Questions
SSC CGL Tier 1 2-3 2-3 SSC CGL Tier 2 5 4-5 SSC CHSL 2-3 2-3 SSC CPO 2-3 2-3 SSC MTS 3 3 How to prepare synonyms and antonyms for competitive PDF? Check out the tips and tricks listed below to easily try synonyms and antonyms queries. Try to learn at least 10 new English words every day. Know their meaning and understand it. Take note of
these words and read them regularly. Check the opposite meaning of words and don't make one of it as well. Create shortcuts, tricks to make learning of words easier and try to use them in your daily life. This will improve your communication skills. Daily English Quiz score marks in the exam as many easily solve and know what types of questions are asked.
During the examination, before selecting the candidates The option should be carefully examined one. Synonyms in the most competitive exam asked here are some of the most expected and asked most synonyms and answers. Practice them and be well prepared for any upcoming competitive exams. Leave the word synonym, leave. Abator partner
Abnegation denies Abridge Shorten, cuts. Abundant. Behavioral Conduct Far Deprived Bias Predilection Brutal Barbaric, Cruel . Hard hard, brutal. Cool cool, cool. Carousel Glee Casual Casual Indefinite Sharp Rise Crusade campaign cupidity lures loss loss, loss, injury. Decorate the edron, beautify. Deformity, deformity. Earnestly serious, serious. Ban
barrier emergency esoteric gourmet perpetually extraordinarily unusual, rare eternal. Enchanted charm, magic. Brutally fierce, barbaric. Fiendishly brutal real real. Style category huge, huge. Crime sin, crime. Guzzle is arrogant, arrogant, proud assimilation. Dangerous, dangerous, risky, dangerous. Humility, humility. Illiterate unearned, ignorant. The nation is
official, dictatorial. Impenetrable impenetrable, arrogant, shameless. Consumed ignite tired tired jolly glee, merry. Judicious, thoughtful, prudent. Knavery fraud laborious, diligent. Brief brief mourning mourning, mourning. Slothid idling maestro brilliant brilliantly brilliant, gorgeous. Amazing amazing minor small. Crowded mass, assembly, queasy hatred good
pleasant, agreeable gathering. Remarkably remarkable, memorable. Notorious. Disstory, erasing the fface. Obsolete ancient. Ominous threat at opportune time Oracular secret pal friend pandemonium Chaos Pensive discreet. Perennial permanent, eternal. Inspire, persuade the urge. Profligacy immoral bizarre lesbian, weird, singular. Gay funny, weird.
Suspected suspect. Bright bright, brilliant. Rational logical sophisticated elegant. Rejoice with joy. Revile abuse the ruck mass, pile, heap holy, holy, holy, holy. Satiety. Scanty thin, modest. Splade Spread Summary Summary Talkative Garsiwei Temerity Boldness Temporate Moderate. Grateful, grateful. Ugly repulsive Urbane humble, polite, suave. Urge the
press, to excite. Vacillatge Waver venerable respectable verbatim absolutely vigilance rich rich wickedness evil. Wild Barbarians. Yield surrender. Yield humble. Josh's passion. Zenith Top, summit. Pressure, constrained, push, pressure chronic persistent, long standing, Immedicable, incurable GARRULOUS Loquacious, Talkative, gossip, effusive tilt lean,
tip, camber, slant INARTICULATE mute, dumb, speechless, disjointed, Inexpert, clumsy, clumsy, clumsy, sat down, unfading victory win, victory, conquest, success, success questionable, uncertain, uncertain, mess tempting, charm, draw, entrap the most hopeful and generally asked Antonyms to test them most expected and generally asked Antonyms Be
Word Inverse Acuity, Ignorance Maintain Abash, Discompose Sterile Productive Assistant Isolate, Subtracted Ascend Climbing Axiom Foolishly Growing, Forgotten Bleak Bright, Pleasant Obstacle Link, Aid Bleak Bright, Cheerful Disaster Fortune Included Decline, Lack Denial Approval, Vindication Carnal Spiritual Secret Open, LegalLy Arrogant Strong
Weak Deceit Truth, Restore Honesty Deprived, Renewed Humble Doggy, Controversy Harmony, Fraternity Trivial, Critical Grace Eliminate Rude Shame, sorry glory shame, insult hideously tempting, charmingly impenetrable repentance reeds heavenly immunity defects, blasphemous violations, consensual repri jaded, manufactured justification Impute,
arraign Knell reconstruction, re-discovered fresh hat, quicken mandatory alternative tampering console, soothe agile slack, languid obstruct, auspiciously encourages quiet upset, profane system chaos, disorder solicitations resist crowd protest sprawl Creep, sparsely frugal extravagant porcupine, Knave veteran novice, tyro van bright, healthy Wile naivety,
respect craving material, euphoria apathy, idling euphoria loath, passive detail: the action of becoming bigger or more widespread. Summary, brief, compression rare: especially food, money, or some other resource) insufficient for demand. Abundant, abundantly moving: Make or become more intense or severe. Dip, shrink, tender low: showing gentleness,
kindness, and affection. Harsh heart, harsh, rough, sympathetic pardon: forgive or excuse (a person, error, or crime). Punish, blame the exception: a person or thing that is excluded from a general statement or does not follow a rule. General, normal, unremarkable pain: excessive physical or mental pain. Comfort, joy, twist, entertainment eminent: (of a
person) famous and respect within a particular area. Insignificant, unknown, obscure finite: limited in size or range. Limited, small, endless rebuke: a formal expression of rejection. Praise, commendation, compliments Eduncle posted an article What synonyms and antonyms are? Synonyms and antonyms mean quite simple. Synonyms refer to words or
phrases that are exactly the same in terms of meaning, quality and thought. While inverse meaning, quality and second word consideration is the opposite word. The use of English synonyms and antonyms has now been useful not only in government job examinations like SSC CGL, IBPS and UPSC but also in day-to-day life. Below we have given the
complete synonym and antonym list for competitive exams from where you can boost your knowledge and be great in English vocabulary as well. Important Synonyms and Antonyms List A to Z. Explore through a list of 400 words with synonyms and antonyms if you think your The section is not good, and if you are lacking behind in competitive exams, don't
worry we are providing you the full English synonym and antonyms list that consists of 400 examples of synonyms and antonyms through which you can boost your score in the exam. Check the complete synonym and antonym word list from the table below - Get free sample study material for competitive exams. Register in Edukal to download now! S.No.
Word Synonyms Antonym 1. Acumen awareness, talent stupidity, ignorance 2. Follow, follow the censure, reject 3. Finished Abrogate, install the annual setup 4. Abash Diskkert, Rattle Maintain, Discompose 5. Abundant flourishes, lack of birth, destitute 6. Reducing moderate, 7 increased reduction. Grossly despicable, nemesis admirable, laudable 8.
Renunciation leave, approval abdicated, nod 9. Infructuous vain, unproductive producer 10. Pardon acquittal, force forgive, 11 charges. Agreement Agreement, Harmony Bickering 12. Acrimony harshness, bitterness courtesy, philanthropy 13. Irrevocably stubborn, inflexible, flexible, soft 14. Follower follower, disciple rival, antagon 15. The assistant joined,
added separately, subtracted 16. Admonished lawyer, re-proven approval, applauds 17. Adversity misfortune, disaster prosperity, fate 18. Foreign Exotic, External Natives, Resident 19. Alla cool, excited, excited 20. To increase low reduction, increased relief, 21. Allure Allure, Deluded Ripples 22 Re props. Ascend ascend descend, fall 23. Amplify, Deepen
Lessen, Contract 24. Arraignment Guilty, Indictment Exculpate, Pardon 25. Audacity courage, courage tenderness, cowardice 26. Authentic precision, reliable fantasy, unreal 27. Weird rude, blundering accomplished, clever 28. Axiom proverb, truism folly, forgetting 29. Baffled, Faze feature, clear 30. Seductive hottie, charming repulsive, repugnant 31.
Bleakly serious, austere bright, pleasant 32. Brittle breakable, crisp tough, lasting 33. Stir stir, clamor idling, cool 34. Savage desperate, shocked decent 35. Baroque Florida, Gilt Plane, Unsah 36. Barren desolate, sterile moist, fertile 37. Barrier barricade, barrier link, aid 38. Base, Coarse Summit, Noble 39. Batty Crazy, Silly Sane 40. Bawdy erotic, coarse
decent, moral 41. Befod Beclaud, Dim Clear Headed, Uncloud 42. Generous gentle, generous malevolent, stingy 43. Gentle friendly, friendly lethal, brutal 44. Bind Predicament releases 45. Foggy austerity, empty bright, cheerful 46. Blunt dull, insensitive keen, sharp 47. Huge uproar, rowdy calm, cool 48. Bold Adventure Sneaky 49. Busy active, passively
engaged, lazy 50. Calculate canny, crooked artless, honest 51. Fatality adversity, unfortunate luck 52. Rigid obscure, incomprehension kind, tender 53. Callumani Defamation, Arraignment Commendation, Praise 54. Enable enabled, enable disabled, unqualified 55. Charm captivating, deluded disillusioned insults 56. Imprisonment, Liberty, Liberty 57. Ending
conflict, starting Baz, originating 58. Holy Virtuous, Pure Sully, 59. Chastise chastise, admonishing cheer, encourages 60. Compassion kindness, sympathetic cruelty, vandalism 61. Included includes, declines, is a reduction of 62. Accept the yield, deny the permit, 63 reject. Consent approval, agreed different, disagreed 64. Agree agree, allow object
disagrees 65. Start the result effect, result origin, 66. Strong solidify, distinct strong, weak 67. Specific major, clear hiding, hidden 68. Disdain disdain, neglect relationship, praise 69. Deny denials, oppose approval, confirm 70. Conversely, conflicting similar, identical 71. Quiet harmonious, turbulent stormy, turbulent 72. Harsh insensitive, adru kind, kind 73.
Camouflage cloak, disguise reveal 74. Candid blunt, cheating breakup 75. Vashikaran Beguil, Twitch Repel 76. Erotic Worldly, Somatic Spiritual 77. Catholic generic, liberal narrow-minded 78. Celebrated acclaimed, lioness unknown, shameful 79. Cement plaster, mortar fragmented 80. Blasphemy rebuke, rebuke praise, acceptance 81. Cheap competitor,
affordable darling, unfair 82. Secret secret secret, fruity open, legal 83. Classic simple, typical romantic, unusual 84. Coarse Bawdi, Boris Fine, Holy 85. Comic Clown, Jester Tragic, Tragedy 86. Compact bunch, thick loose, diffuse 87. Compress brief, amplify shrink, expand to 88. Arrogant ego, rude modesty 89. Concorde Agreement, Agreement Bicker 90 .
Condemn Casigate, Chid Approval, Appreciation 91. Confident bold, fearless defiant, coward 92. Strengthen centralization, strengthen the weak 93. Courtesy generosity, reverence disdain, rudeness 94. Creation creation, foundation destruction 95. Clever Athletic, Smart Nave, Coarse 96. Decay collapse, decomposed flourishes, Progress 97. Deceit, finesse
veracity, honesty 98. Understanding interpretation, misinterpretation revealed, distorted 99. Unclean contaminated, pure, purity 100. Paying expenses, payment disclaimers, reject 101. Deliberately alert, intentionally rash, sudden 102. Demolished ruin, repairs destroyed, 103 built. Deprived despoil, Divestment Restored, Renewed 104 . Ridicule mocks,
taunts-inspired, 105 encourage. Disdainful hatred, frivolous approval, praise 106. Dissuaded Remonstrate, Lawyer Insite, persuaded 107. Blame condemnation, defend boycott 108. Dense opaque, heap sparse, cerebral 109. Outrageously sarcastic, critically laudable, appreciative 110. Despair depression, misery satisfaction, hope 111. Devastatingly
frightening, deadly creative, creative 112. Submissive flexible, flexible dogged, stubborn 113. Midget Small, Petite Huge, Huge 114. Curious, curious nostalgic, nostalgic 115. Eclipse reduction, dim brightness, eclipse 116. Eccentric strange, unusual natural, traditional 117. Ecstasy delights, exaltation disappointment, disaster 118. Efface destroys, obliterates,
maintains 119. Eloquence expression, flow pause, stammering 120. Load barrier, barrier incentive, 121. Start the effort, struggle aspiration, 122 left. Heavy heavy, huge small, negligible 123. Symbol precise, example increment, expansion 124. Equivocal uncertain, hazy clear, lucid 125. Elimination destroy, safe destruction, plant 126. Build construction,
destroy production, finish 127. Confusion confusion, fault truth, truth 128. The faltering offense, demure, remains 129 to endure. Staunchly narrow-minded, partisan liberal, tolerant 130. Weak weak, weak strong, strong 131. Brutal brutal, fiercely gentle, sympathetic 132. Dispute conflict, quarrel harmony, fraternity 133. Solve the ups and downs, wavering
stable, 134. Leave the desert, renounce the catch, retain 135. Fragile weak, infirm permanent, tough 136. Frantic violent, agitated subdued, gentle 137. Pinpoint petty, useless serious, crucial 138. Frugality economy, Providence grandeur, extravagance 139. Converge, scatter the bet, Dissemble 140. Frustrating darkness, dark delight, Mirth 141. Glut stuff,
satiated hungry, 142 abstaining. Gorgeous luxurious, shiny dull, simple 143. Graciously polite, generous rude, unforgiving 144. Horrible disgusting, atrociously pleasing, charming 145. Hatred hatred, hate benevolence, affection 146. Deceitful cunning, deceitful honesty, candor 147. Generosity altruism, reward miserness, greed 148. Actual absolute, factually
fake 149. Gloomy foggy, cloudy gay, bright 150. Glory dignity, kudos shame, humiliation 151. Retard barrier, preventing promotion, facilitates 152. Helpless unfortunate, ill lucky, lucky 153. Disturbingly troubled, molesting aid, rest 154. Arrogant arrogant, pompous, humble, humble 155. Threat crisis, threat punishment, security 156. Heretical non-conformist,
secular analogous, religious 157. Disgustingly awesome, shockingly charming, charming 158. The helpless crippled debilitating strengthen, encouraging 159. Harmony conformity, harmony discord, discord 160. Suddenly, inconsiderate leisurely, cautious 161. Honoring adoration, reverence tirade, shame 162. Humble meek, timid pride, outspoken 163.
Humility resigns, fawning boldness, Pride 164. Hypocrisy cheat, farism honesty, candor 165. Impenent Uncentrit, 166 obscure repentance. Impulsively flaky, inconsiderately cautious, intentional 167. Nostalgic equal, arrogant partial, biased 168. Indigent destitute, poor rich, prosperous 169. Monstrously cursed, cursed heavenly, 170. Faded tedious,
monotonous pleasing, 171 delicious. Interesting enchanting, riveting dull, distasteful 172. Immaculately immaculate, immaculate faux, foggy 173. Immense giant, huge teeny, frivolous 174. Immerse submerged, involves emerging, exposing 175. The impending adjacent, away puck, 176 curves. Immunity privilege, privilege defect, censure 177. Undersized,
deteriorating restored, reviving 178. Fair just, fairly prejudiced, partisan 179. Barrier barrier, barrier assistant, consent 180. Imperious, profane holy, devout 181. impute Support 182, blaming The Ecculet. Inclination disposition, affection apathy, inclination 183. Disabled disabled, unskilled, skillful 184. Disproportionately unfair, absurdly compatible, harmonious
185. Inevitable inevitable, undeid, suspect 186. Violation violations, trespassing adherence, consent 187. Simple pseudo, naïve clever, smartly 188. Insinuation, concealment of signs, camouflage 189. Faded tasteless, monotonously delicious, luscious 190. Bankrupt indigent, destitute rich, solvent 191. Produce, injections of elimination, remove 192. Complex
tangled, complex regulated, orderly 193. Intrigue Planning, Conspiracy Candor, Honesty 194. Internal real, fundamental exterior, relevant 195. Invader charges, blasphemy approval, acclamation 196. Unstoppable invincible, impenetrable effinate, languid 197. Indomitable irresistible, unlimited composed, hesitant 198. Immaculately exquisite, impeccable faux,
foggy 199. Tired tired, tired renewed, 200 manufactured. Jejune dull, boring interesting, exciting 201. Jovial jovial, cheerful serious, morose 202. Jubilant joy, triumphant sadness, disappointing 203. Judiciously thoughtful, prudently irrational, foolish 204. Just honest, fairly unequal, unfair 205. Justify the defense, exculpate Impute, Arraign 206. Teenage Youth,
Tender Dotage, Antique 207. Curious sharp, poignant monotonous, faded 208. Kindred relationship, species unrelated, fractioned 209. Kanwa Dishonest, Rascal Paragon, Innocent 210. Knell's Death Knell, Last Blow Reconstruction, Rediscover 211 . Formidable complex difficult simple, manageable 212. Grand galore, highly rare, lacking 213. Loose slack,
reckless firm, reliable 214. Soft kind, kind cruel, serious 215. Responsible accountable, bound unaccountable, suitable for 216. Liberal liberal, liberal stingy, malicious 217. Sluggish loiter, early long, Quicken 218. Lucidly sound, rational obscure, hidden 219. Madness confusion, madness normal, conscience 220. Greed draw, entice repel, refrain 221.
Lusciously delicious, delicious tasteless, tart 222. Luxurious prolific, abundant scant, modest 223. Languid dull, effortless energetic, spirited 224. Malice vengefulness, grievance goodwill, kindness 225. Mandatory essentials, required optional 226. Masculine gallant, strapping woman, meek 227. Qualification stature, asset demerits, disrespect 228. Miraculous
amazing, extraordinarily ordinary, frivolous 229. Relief to reduce, increase growth 230. Moderately polite, submissive arrogant, pompous 231. Molestation disturbing, console teaser, 232 soothe. Molify happiness, calm irritation, distressed 233. Significantly remarkable, eventful trivial, frivolous 234. Monotonous irksome, tediously diverse, pleasant 235. Morbid
bad, macabre healthy, cheerful 236. Munificent liberal, hospitable frugal, penniless 237. Murky evening, dreary bright, glow 238. Mutinus recalcitrant, rebellious humble, faithful 239. mutual joint, equally different, different Corporadly sad, greedy liberal, prolific 241. Agile speedy, sharp dull, languid 242. Pernively nostalgic, recklessly attentive, thoughtful 243.
Newbie Tyro, beginner veteran, simple 244. Harmful baneful, harmful healing, profitable 245. Cancel, cancel annual confirmation, retain 246. Perception arrogant, fearing reality, Concrete 247. Many prolific, various rare, deficient 248. Obstructing obstruction, to prevent quickly, encourages 249. Grateful Complaisant, ready mullish, stubborn 250. Vaguely
mysterious, obscure Major 251. Stubborn, irrevocably flexible, resilient 252. Get access, seize 253. Clear clear, clear, vague 254. Sickening malevolent, obnoxiously charming, charming 255. Aggressive disgusting, obnoxiously charming, charming 256. Occult latent, vaguely intelligible, transparent 257. Dynasty descendants, sibling ancestors, forefather 258.
Ominous dangerous, foreboding auspicious 259. Opaque obscure, shady transparent, bright 260. Optimistic idealist pessimistic 261. Orcocular secret, vaguely lucid, isolated 262. Ordered, the applicable cancellation expires 263. Decorative decorative, laced inappropriate, plain 264. Outbreak explosion, rebellion compliance, subjugation 265. Outrage crime,
abuse praise, side 266. Cool happy, Chasten jealousy, 267 bad. Cajole persuaded, affected refrain, halt 268. Unperturbed, eager calm 269. Propagate the conception, pressing the fekudate, 270 decreased. Progress speed, better regressive, deteriorating 271. Quick precision, punctual slow, reckless 272. Discretion vigilance, discretion indiscretion 273.
Pampering flattery, indulging denial, humiliated 274. Paramount, eminently frivolous, inferior 275. Unique unmatched, unmatched mediocre, common 276. Pevish perverted, sad gentle, sociable 277. Pertnes Flippancy, Impotence Modesty, Disturbance 278. Perverted petals, stubborn smug, submissive 279. Quiet quiet, calm, turbulent, hostile 280. Proud
arrogant, arrogant, simple, humble 281. Precarious suspect, unsafe assured 282. Predicament Predicament, Dilemma Resolution, Faith 283. Quack Imposter, Cheating Honest, Unsigned 284. Bizarre gay, weird acquaintance, 285 as usual. Quarantine Solitude, Screen Befriend, 286 Socialize. Pressingly subdued, increased low, 288 movement. Curvature,
predefined unphene, plain 289. Raid intrusion, foray retreat, 290 released. Fast velocity, velocity inertia, languid 291. Reason Skills, Border Stupidity, Speculation 292. Rebel attacked the restless, courteous, obedient 293. Reform amendment, falsifying measures, 294 poorly. Reluctant cautious, reluctant, anxious, anxious 295. Control custody, 296 excited
limited. Confirmation of consent, sanction of denial, dissent 297. Desolate destroyed, rebuilt ruined, renovated 298. Redeemable, lose freedom protected 299. Remains residue, piece whole, whole 300. Remonstrate denounces, protests agree, loud 301. Repentance regrets, austerity brutality, ambiguity 302. Cancelled Annul, Revoked Representative, Permit
Outrage, anger material, cheer 304. Withdraw the recart, confirm, insist on 305. Reverence honours, respect, humiliation 306. Defeating the rout, dislodge crouch, withdrawing 307. Rustic rural, rude cultured, sophisticated 308. Cruel repentant, inhumane kind, soft 309. Holy Cherish, Divine Unrighteous, Profane 310. Savage wild, indomitable polished, decent
311. Shocked horrified, shocked wavering 312. Steep course, lofty flat, gradual 313. Stranger Immigrant, Guest Acquaintance, National 314. Sublime brilliant, eminently funny 315. Brief recap, Terse Tall, Humble 316. Empathy tenderness, harmony hatred, discord 317. System planning, unit chaos, disorder 318. Sarcastic irony is that the ridicule is polite,
gracious 319. Saucy impenetrable, arrogantly modest, humble 320. Clever clever, smartly simple, 321 imbecile. Scant rare, insufficiently grand, crowded 322. Servele Slavish, humble offensive, dominant 323. Shabby miserable, poor affluent, affluent 324. Infamously discredited, disgraced appreciation, nod to 325. Snake mock, disdain flatter, praise 326.
Pleading, praying to protest 327. Deceitful Deceit, Strategy Frankness, Openness 328. Stain blemish, blur honor, pure 329. Fake fake, fake real, authentic 330. Sporadic intermittent, scattered continuous, persistent 331. Spree Agile, sharp dull, sluggish 332. Somber dirty, filthy clean, hottie 333. Successful friendly, felicitation destitute, obnoxious 334. Sterile
barren, impotent profitable, powerful 335. Stupa lethargy, fainting sensitivity, consciousness 336. As a result later, after the last 337. Quite fairly, solid weak, fragile 338. Perverted demolish, sabotage generated, organize 339. Superficial partial, shallow deep, sensible 340. Flattering parasites, flattering dedicated, faithful 341. Taboo Prohibition, Ban Permit,
Consent 342. Silent Reserve, Silent Talkative, Extrovert 343. Exhausting tedious. Irksome exhilarating, lively 344. Temperate calm, medium-boisterous, violent 345. Overthrowing tenement apartments, Digs Brekeven, 346. Resolute stubborn, dodge-humble, non-tar 347. Crowd assembly, crowd sprawl, sparseness 348. Sneaky defiant, cowardly bold,
fearless 349. Quiet peaceful, composed violent, furious 350. Transient temporal, fleeting permanent, permanent 351. Trenchant vocal, strong weak, obscure 352. Treacherous dishonest, duplicate forthright, credible 353. Pinpoint Trifling, pinpoint critical, experienced 354. Uproar violent, rowdy peaceful, harmonious 355. Tyro starters, rowdy skilled, veteran
356. Tame obedient, tame wild, indomitable 357. Terse incisive, compact diffuse, gentle 358. Thick chunky, massively thin, thin 359. Frugal frugal, prudent extravagant 360. Calm cordial, calm agitated, fierce 361. Transparent diaphanous opaque 362. Trembling vibration stable 363. Imperfect funny, indecently elegant, compensatory 364. You bet Totally
lacking, incomplete 365. Ambraj Irritated, Crime Sympathy, Goodwill 366. Akuth Burish, Clonish Elegant, compensation 367. Porcupine, Orphan Creep, Knave 368. Excited, prayer hatred, hateful 369 urge. Pointlessly arrogant, cocky modest 370. Vagrant roamed, moving steady, 371 settled. Heroism bravery, skill fear, cowardice 372. Vanity arrogant,
pretension modesty, humility 373. Respected, respected unqualified, immature 374. Venom venom, malice antidote, philanthropist 375. Experienced simple, experienced newbie, Tyro 376. Vicious corrupt, unpleasant noble, virtuous 377. Cautious alert, cautious careless, reckless 378. Incandescently enthusiastic, energetically disappointed, unattractive 379
disgraced, disgraced, disgraced cherish, praise 380. Confirmation, consent denied, 381 prohibition. Virtue policy, morality disorder, dishonesty 382. Vivid eloquent, lucid dull, dim 383. Unforgiving leave, enforced removal, clamp 384. Van Pale, faded bright, healthy 385. Dwindling decline, Emaciated Ameliorate, Rise 386. Careful alert, attentive heedless,
reckless 387. Wed marriage, coalition divorce, separated 388. Wicked vicious, immoral virtuous, Noble 389. Wield exerts, leave employment, avoid 390. Vile trickery, finesse naivety, Honor 391. Winsome beautiful, comely charming, spirited 392. Wilt Withered, Destroyed Revival, Bloom 393. Shout shout, scream whisper silence 394 yield surrender abdication
protest, protest 395. Craving svelte, craving material, 396 satisfied. Yoke Connect, Harness Azad, release 397. Josh Keenness, Josh Apathy, Lethargy 398. Zenith Summit, Apex Nadir, Base 399. Rapture joy, rapture loathed, passive 400. Zig-zag get free sample study material for oblique, wayward straight, non-speaking competitive exams. Register in
Edukal to download now! Also check the list of idioms and phrases from here for competitive examination - idioms and phrases English synonyms and antonyms quiz if you have learned synonyms and antonyms list with complete meaning. Go through the short quiz of frequently asked synonyms and antonyms in competitive exams and test your knowledge.
Ques 1. The word 'blasphemy' is synonymous with: (a) Yield (b) Remonstrate (c) Vagrant (d) None of these quiz 2. The misleading word is the antonym of (a) valid (b) trivial (c) peerless (d) indignation Ques 3. Which of the following words refers to the same meaning as 'camouflage' (a) vicious (b) foggy (c) conceal (d) heretical Ques 4. The word 'impeant' is
the synonym of (a) cursed (b) objectate (c) encroachment (d) lucid Q5. The word 'Cajole' (a) raji (b) ancient (c) pompous (d) elegant you can also check out - one word replacement PDF If you find this article helpful in your exam preparation, share it with your friends. To get more information about competitive exams, stay in touch with Edukal! Henry Ford said
— anyone who stops learning whether old is whether on twenty or eighties. Whoever keeps learning remains young. So keep learning and sharing. partnership.
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